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Abstract
Andersson, M. 2017. Extent and limitations of functional redundancy among bacterial
communities towards dissolved organic matter. Digital Comprehensive Summaries of Uppsala
Dissertations from the Faculty of Science and Technology 1578. 41 pp. Uppsala: Acta
Universitatis Upsaliensis. ISBN 978-91-513-0112-9.

One of the key processes in the carbon cycle on our planet is the degradation of dissolved
organic matter (DOM) in aquatic environments. The use of organic matter by bacteria links
energy from DOM to higher trophic levels of the ecosystem when bacteria are consumed by
other organisms. This is referred to as the microbial loop. In this thesis I examined if the
communities were functionally redundant in their ability to utilize organic matter, or if variation
in bacterial composition and richness is of importance. To test this overarching question several
experiments were conducted that include methods such as illumina sequencing of the 16S
rRNA gene for taxonomic identification of bacterial communities, flow cytometry to follow
the growth of communities and spectroscopic measurement to describe the composition of the
organic matter pool. Initially we demonstrated how to optimally sterilize organic matter for
experimental studies in order to preserve its natural complexity. In further experiments we found
that bacterial communities are redundant in their utilization of organic matter and can maintain
optimal performance towards a range of organic matter pools. Related to this we found that
pre-adaptation to organic matter played a small role as communities performed equally well
regardless of their environmental history. We saw a small effect of richness and composition
of bacterial communities on the efficiency of organic matter use, but conclude that this is of
minor importance relative to abiotic factors. Still, we also show that organic matter can put
strong selection pressure on bacterial communities with regards to richness and composition.
Additionally we found that the supply rate of a carbon compound greatly influenced the energy
utilization of the compound, i.e. a higher growth rate can be maintained if substrate is delivered
in pulses relative to a continuous flow. Finally we conclude that the variation in bacterial
communities is unlikely to have a major influence on carbon cycling in boreal lakes, but to
enable a finer understanding, the genetics underlying the carbon utilization needs to be further
explored.
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“The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the  
fundamental emotion that stands at the cradle of true art and true science." 

Albert Einstein 
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Introduction 

Reasons for studying bacterial ecology can be supported by their sheer mass, 
their diversity and existence in all parts of the biosphere (Whitman et al. 
1998). Similar things can be said about the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 
which constitutes the majority of all organic matter, including all living or-
ganisms in the freshwater water column of lakes (Berns et al. 2008). The 
carbon cycle of our planet is greatly influenced by bacterial utilization of 
DOC (Falkowski 1997; Cole et al. 2007; Bardgett et al. 2008). Biogeochem-
ical cycles have been ongoing for billions of years and will probably not 
miss a beat by our civilization’s eventual demise. Still, since we are on this 
planet we might as well try to figure out what is governing it. Therefore, I 
examined the interaction of DOC and bacteria in this thesis, foremost to see 
how flexible they are to each other and which variation that matters most for 
the carbon flux. 

The DOC pool in lakes 
DOC is organic matter in various stages of degradation. It contains a vast 
chemodiversity (Kellerman et al. 2014). The DOC may be from autochtho-
nous or allochthonous sources, the former derived from internal sources (e.g. 
aquatic macrophytes and phytoplankton) while the latter originates from 
terrestrial sources (e.g. soil). Allochthonous DOC is typically dominating the 
DOC mass in lakes (Steinberg et al. 2009) while autochthonous DOC has a 
much higher utilization rate (Guillemette et al. 2013). Thus, there is great 
variation in the bioavailability of organic molecules, with some compounds 
being quickly consumed (e.g. acetate) while the bulk of the DOC pool is 
recalcitrant and mainly utilized in lack of easily accessible compounds (Ber-
tilsson and Jones, 2003). Recent evidence supports this claim and further 
shows that allochthonous DOC may be selectively allocated to biomass 
while autochthonous DOC is preferentially used for cell maintenance (Guil-
lemette et al. 2016). 
 
The interaction between DOC and bacteria is an essential part of the micro-
bial loop (Pomeroy 1974; Azam et al. 1983). The microbial loop describes 
how the DOC pool is utilized by bacteria, which in turn is consumed by 
organisms of higher trophic levels, thereby connecting the energy of the 
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DOC with the rest of the food web. Due to the scale of flux of energy and 
matter through the microbial loop even minor variation in the energy flux of 
this interaction could have far reaching consequences for ecosystems and 
carbon cycling.  

Definition of functions and things that affect them 
Ecosystems functions are frequently discussed in biodiversity research, but 
difficult to define. A frequently cited article on the subject is Hooper et al. 
(2005), that refers to the definition of ecosystem function by Christensen et 
al. (1996), “A variety of phenomena, including ecosystem properties, eco-
system goods, and ecosystem services”. In this thesis, I generally refer to 
ecosystem function as the properties and services which Hooper defines as 
“Ecosystem properties: include both sizes of compartments (e.g., pools of 
materials such as carbon or organic matter) and rates of processes (e.g., 
fluxes of materials).  
 
An increase in function can be considered, for example, as increased produc-
tion of biomass per unit of resource, which may be coupled to a faster turno-
ver of the chemical properties, e.g. due to nutrient uptake. Regardless, eco-
system functions can in turn be broken down into subsections such as the 
functions of trophic levels, species and individuals. In this thesis I mainly 
studied bacterial functions in relation to DOC and how they vary due to 
communities’ pre-adaptation, composition and biodiversity. Pre-adaptation 
simply infers that a local community will outperform foreign communities 
because it had time to adapt to the local environment (Strickland et al. 
2009). The adaptation could occur at individual, population and community 
levels and within various time periods. An individual can achieve short term 
adaptation due to gene regulation (Wanner 1993) or by phenotypic plasticity 
(Corno & Jürgens 2006). Individual adaptation can also occur through gene 
duplication (Riehle et al. 2000), point mutation or acquirement of new genes 
through horizontal gene transfer (Pál et al. 2005). Populations can mainly 
adapt through environmental selection of its current pan-genome (Tettelin et 
al. 2008). Pan-genomes are the collective genetic material of all individuals 
within a species (Medini et al. 2005), but the concept could also be applied 
to populations. The pan-genome consists of two parts, the flexible and the 
core genome. The core genome comprise the genes that are shared by all 
individuals in a species while the flexible genome refers to the genes that 
vary among individuals and can do so to a great extent (Jacobsen et al. 
2011). This variation is what allows population purges, where the environ-
ment selects the most successful genomes from the pan-genome and thereby 
the population adapts to the environment. The bacterial community compo-
sition (BCC)) can also adapt through environmental selection of successful 
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members of the regional species pool (species sorting). Species sorting can, 
however, only alter the community to the extent that the available genetic 
material allows. Hence one can expect greater variation in functions when 
communities from highly varying environments are included in a study.  

Biodiversity 
Another important aspect of functions is biodiversity. Biodiversity typically 
refers to the amount of species in a given location, however the details of 
this definition is a research field in itself since decades (e.g. Sorensen 1948). 
Within this thesis I will refer to biodiversity as species richness, which we 
define as the number of operational taxonomic units (OTU), since a proper 
species definition is lacking in bacteria (Achtman & Wagner 2008). OTUs 
are in turn determined by the variation in 16S rRNA gene and are specifical-
ly within this thesis grouped to clusters that have >97% nucleotide similarity 
within this gene. 
 
Regardless, the interactions of biodiversity and ecosystem functions are the 
topic of numerous investigations, often referred to as biodiversity-ecosystem 
function (BEF) studies. A range of theories have been developed explaining 
relationships between biodiversity and function. The perhaps most intuitive 
explanation for a positive relationship is niche complementarity, which 
states that the energy of the ecosystem will be more effectively utilized as 
biodiversity increases because species have various specializations (Loreau 
& Hector 2001). An example of this is depth separation of green and red 
algae. Green algae inhabit areas of shallow water, thus they receive a large 
range of the light spectrum which their chlorophyll-type is adapted towards. 
The red algae live in deeper water and specialize in absorbing blue light, 
which has the greatest penetration depth, and thus most likely to reach the 
red algae. By having this separation of red and green algae the light is more 
efficiently utilized and thus it increases the ecosystem function.  

Another explanation for positive BEF correlation is the sampling effect, 
whereby functions increase with biodiversity of a community due to an in-
creasing probability of it containing species with dissimilar traits that add to 
the functional performance of the community (Huston 1997).  
 
Then there are several additional theories explaining why high biodiversity 
should contribute to ecosystem functioning. However despite this abundance 
of theories the BEF relationship is far from constant and not necessarily 
positive (e.g. Jiang 2007). Still, positive relationships between biodiversity 
and functioning have been demonstrated across many functions and com-
munities (Cardinale et al. 2011). Bacterial communities have been recog-
nized as good candidate systems for BEF studies (Giller et al. 2004). The 
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main reasons for this are their vast amounts of individuals and species, and 
short generation times. This allows researchers to test BEF relationships on 
scales and time periods that greatly exceeds what is practically possible in 
traditional ecology.  
 
BEF studies on bacterial communities over the last 15 years have cast doubts 
on if positive biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationships can be gener-
ally expected in the bacterial world (Roger et al. 2016). On one hand, several 
studies have shown increased functionality with increasing diversity within 
microbial communities (Bell et al. 2005; Bouvier et al. 2012; Hernandez-
Raquet et al. 2013). On the other hand a large number of bacterial BEF stud-
ies showed no or even negative relationships (Griffiths et al. 2001; Griffiths 
et al. 2004; Wertz et al. 2006; Hol et al. 2010; Hol et al. 2015). A recent 
study summarized results from experimental studies of functions and species 
richness in bacteria and found that 29% of the studies showed a positive 
relationship, while in 10% of the studies the relationship was negative, and 
in 57% there was no significant relationship, although multiple functions 
were measured (Roger et al. 2016). So usually there is not a positive rela-
tionship. But why is this so? Can we disregard 29 percent of the studies?  
 
In cases where biodiversity and ecosystem functions are not positively corre-
lated, a possible explanation is functional redundancy or equivalency. Func-
tional redundancy means that different species perform the same function in 
the ecosystem equally well and therefore a change of species richness does 
not affect the ecosystem function (Lawton & Brown 1994). Redundancy can 
further be defined in a more or less strict way, by either referring to organ-
isms as redundant when they are the same in all aspects (strict redundancy), 
or with regards to one function (weak redundancy) (Loreau 2004). Criticism 
against the concept of functional redundancy is not uncommon and typically 
builds on two main arguments, first that too few functions are considered 
and, second, that the time and environmental complexity in experiments are 
too restricted for biodiversity to play a role (Yachi & Loreau 1999, Gamfeldt 
et al. 2008). Although this criticism is fair, it is rare that the other side of the 
coin is considered, i.e. that there might be experimental setups that lead to 
overestimates of the impact of biodiversity.  

Why are we doing experiments and how can we improve them? 
Ecological experiments are simplifications of the ecosystems in nature. They 
need to be simplified in order for us to have a chance to connect cause and 
effect within the myriad of interactions that are found in nature. By disen-
tangling one piece at a time we can eventually understand the sum of the 
pieces.  
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Ecological experiments are, however, always a compromise, if there is too 
much complexity we end up with uninterpretable data, while too much sim-
plicity reduces or even removes the relevance of the study. With these two 
aspects in mind there are a few reoccurring issues in experiments dealing 
with DOC and microbial communities. One of the most famous is to the so 
called “bottle-effect” (Zobell & Anderson 1936; Baltar et al. 2012). The 
bottle effect states that bacterial communities undergo strong changes once 
stored in containers in a laboratory environment, thereby questioning how 
representative these communities are for processes in nature. What happens 
with DOC in a laboratory setting is less discussed and the general perception 
seems to be that once DOC it is stored in a dark and cold environment, the 
change in its composition is minor. However, utilizing DOC in microbial 
studies typically requires sterilization so that bacteria and DOC can be inde-
pendently manipulated. What happens with the DOC then? This simple 
question turned out to be a study in this thesis and demonstrated that much 
more can be done in order to improve how good of a proxy our experiments 
are for nature.  
 
Another example relevant for this thesis is the choice and range of treat-
ments. Typically, we choose a parameter which we suspect have an impact 
on the object of the study. Preferably something that naturally varies, such as 
nutrients or temperature. If we test the impact of temperature in boreal lakes 
we are likely to decide for a range between 2-25C°, as it allows us to capture 
the range of occurring conditions. Within microbial BEF studies, gradients 
of biodiversity are often created through a series of dilution (Roger et al. 
2016). Dilution is an interesting method in the regard that it was used before 
the bacterial richness was possible to measure, i.e. there was no reference 
range for the parameter that was manipulated. Although we today have a 
better understanding of richness of bacterial communities (e.g. Amaral et al. 
2010, Human Microbiome 2012; Gilbert et al. 2014) this information is not 
utilized in study designs aiming to test the relevance of species richness. 
Rather BEF studies of communities from aquatic environments are often 
performed using “dilution to extinction”, meaning that a community is dilut-
ed until approximately 1 cell is left in a culture (Aakra et al. 1999). As we 
can choose any gradient, it seems that we ought to choose the gradient that is 
the best proxy for nature. A gradient starting from a single cell when study-
ing aquatic bacteria seems as an unlikely candidate to be the most realistic 
proxy for nature, but then, what are we testing? Hence, in our study using 
dilution of biodiversity we used a smaller and more gradual dilution range 
which we assumed to be a better representative of nature.  
 
The question of what ranges to include in a study can also be posed for the 
inclusion of bacterial communities. For instance, if we include a bacterial 
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community from a hot pool and a pond, and we test functional measure-
ments in a 20 C° environment, we are likely to see a significant variation in 
function. The issue, of course, would be that the optimal temperature for the 
communities varies tremendously, thus, we cannot test their functional ca-
pabilities in the same temperature. In this example it becomes obvious, but 
in reality the boundaries are less clear. If an experiment has pH 7, and is not 
intended as a treatment, can we include communities that originate from an 
origin of pH 5? The reality is that natural communities of different origin 
will be not equally adapted to a set condition, and thus it will affect the re-
sult of studies of functional redundancy with bacterial communities (e.g. 
Langenheder et al. 2005). In our studies of the functional performance of 
bacterial communities we thus choose inocula that were from contrasting 
environment but still not being extreme enough to prevent the possibility of 
a successful migration in nature. 

Mechanisms decoupling BCC and DOC 
As previously mentioned the chemodiversity of DOC is great, and experi-
ments of functional redundancy in DOC utilization are closely related to the 
question if bacterial species are specific or unspecific in their consumption 
of DOC. Studies of monocultures have shown us that there is a large variety 
in the range of carbon sources that can be used by an OTU and that this 
range can change given a period of adaption (Gravel et al. 2011a; Pedler et 
al. 2014). Variations in utilization of specific compartments of the DOC 
pool have also been shown to be possible for bacterial communities (Logue 
et al. 2016). This is a contributing factor to the selection pressure that DOC 
have upon bacterial communities, which have been found in multiple studies 
(Kirchman et al. 2004; Langenheder et al. 2005; Judd et al. 2006). The effect 
of variation in DOC composition and concentration on BCC is, however not 
consistent among studies and may further differ between experimental and 
field studies (Ruiz-González et al. 2015). One explanation to the variable 
results may be adaptation since it may decouple taxonomic identity of bacte-
ria from their ability to utilize a specific carbon source. It has been demon-
strated that preadaptation by a community to an environment could increase 
the utilization of leaf litter (Strickland et al. 2009). This inspired us to test 
the relevance of pre-adaptation towards DOC as a possible explanation to 
the variable patterns obtained regarding the importance of BCC and richness 
for DOC utilization.  

 
The DOM pool is not only diverse in its chemical composition, the rate of 
supply and distribution over space can also be heterogeneous with respect to 
both carbon compounds and nutrients for various reasons. Flushes of 
leached soil, algal blooms or re-suspended sediment or even lysis of a single 
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cell can result in a sudden pulse of energy for a bacterium. Thus we were 
interested in the patchiness of carbon in space and time and its effect on 
bacterial functioning and community composition in study II. We ap-
proached this with the idea that the variation in concentration of carbon over 
time could influence the selection pressure of carbon compounds, due to it 
containing more or less niche spaces over time. 
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Aims of the thesis 

The broad objective of this thesis is to develop our understanding of the 
interactions between bacterial communities and DOC, with particular focus 
on utilization of DOC in lakes and the roles of biodiversity, community 
composition and functional redundancy. Further the aim was to discuss the 
relevance of these concepts for ecological and biogeochemical processes and 
understand when and why they matter.  
 
The main questions of the thesis are the following: 
(I) DOC needs to be sterilized in order to test its interaction with bacteria, 
but how does that change the DOC?  
I considered this to be a basic question I wanted to know in order to opti-
mize the design of my BEF-experiments, and it turned out to become a study 
in itself (paper I). 
 
(II) How does the supply of carbon compounds affect the uptake rates and 
composition of the community? 
In this study, we studied utilization of one carbon compound (acetate) by 
one community, at different rates of supply. We hypothesized that species 
richness is greater when substrate supply is pulsed, compared to when sup-
ply is constant. We further expected a more opportunistic strategy to develop 
in the pulse environment, resulting in a higher uptake rate of acetate. 
 
(III) To what extent does the preadaptation towards a DOC source matter 
for functions and how will a foreign community cope, perform and change 
over time relative to an indigenous community.  
Accordingly, we hypothesized that pre-adaptation of a community to a DOC 
source would increase its utilization rate. We further hypothesized that a 
foreign community would approach the pre-adapted community in its utili-
zation capability over time and that community composition likewise would 
converge over time. To test this we conducted a reciprocal transplant exper-
iment of two lakes and let two communities adapt to each other’s DOC 
source over time. 
 
(IV) What are the limits of functional redundancy of bacterial utilization of 
DOC? 
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This study was mainly driven by the results from study III where bacterial 
communities showed a large extent of functional equivalency. The cumula-
tive idea was to design an experiment that would test the functional perfor-
mance of bacterial communities of a range of DOC sources and during dif-
ferent levels of diversity, within ranges of conditions plausible to occur in 
natural environments. The initial assumption was that the complexity of 
carbon would harbor a more complex niche space, and that this together 
with the origin of communities, would influence the required species rich-
ness that could maintain functional equivalency. 
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Methods 

In study I, lakes water was collected from four different lakes chosen to 
represent boreal lakes with substantial differences in their DOC content. 
Lakes water was exposed to four different sterilization treatments: 0.2 µm 
filtration, 0.1 µm filtration, autoclaving and double autoclaving with pH 
adjustment. Prior to and following sterilization, DOC quality and concentra-
tion was investigated. In addition, we investigated the bioavailability of 
DOC in separate experiments where untreated lake water from the four lakes 
was inoculated into sterilized lake water of matching origin. Following bac-
terial growth, total organic carbon (TOC) was measured and compared to 
initial values to calculate carbon consumption. 

 
In study II, we used continuous cultivation reactors (chemostats) with artifi-
cial lake water media inoculated with bacteria from lake water that had been 
pre-filtered to remove potential predators. Half of the vessels received ace-
tate continuously while the other half received the same amount of substrate 
all at once every other day in the form of pulses. We tracked cell growth by 
measuring bacterial abundance during the course of the experiment. At the 
end of the experiment we determined if the two treatments had different 
acetate uptake capacities and whether community composition differed.  
 
In study III, we set up a batch culture experiment in a full factorial design 
where bacteria and DOC from two lakes were cross-inoculated in all possi-
ble combinations in quadruplicates with the treatments medium, origin and 
time. Medium describes the type of DOC (i.e., lake water) and origin refers 
to if the bacteria were from the same or a different lake as the DOC in the 
medium they were cultivated in. The media consisted of lake water concen-
trated through reverse osmosis (here after “RO concentrate”) mixed with 
artificial lake water. The communities were kept for 42 days in “evolving 
cultures”, which were tested weekly for bacterial composition and sampled 
and used as inocula for separate bioassays. In the bioassays, measurements 
of bacterial abundance were made daily over 5 days, while TOC concentra-
tion and DOC quality were measured at the end of each bioassay. 
 
In study IV, we conducted a dilution experiment with a full factorial design 
of 3 levels, including 6 levels of diversity (From full community to < 2e-2 
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dilution, 100%, 33%, 11%, 4%, 1.2%, 0.4%). Each diversity gradient was 
created from three different freshwater inocula and let to grow in 5 different 
media in triplicates, resulting in 90 treatments and 270 samples. The media 
was made by mixing RO concentrate with artificial lake water from 4 lakes. 
The experiment was performed in 50mL falcon tubes, each containing 45mL 
media and 5mL of inocula. Bacterial growth was monitored for 10 days. 
DOC quality and quantity were measured by the end of the bacterial growth 
period.  

Carbon quality and quantity  
In study I, II and IV the quality and quantity of DOC was measured. Prior to 
analysis, samples for DOC analysis were filtered through 0.7 µm filters 
(GF/F) that were previously combusted to avoid organic contamination (450 
°C 4h). The quantity of total organic carbon (TOC) was analyzed within a 
few weeks, while stored in a 4 °C dark room in the meantime, using a TOC 
Analyzer (Sievers 900). 
 
DOC was characterized using spectroscopic methods. Absorbance spectra 
(200 to 800 nm) were measured at 1nm intervals with a spectrophotometer. 
Fluorescence excitation emission matrices (EEM) were obtained with a 
SPEX Fluoromax-4 Horiba Jobin Yvon spectrofluorometer. Parallel Factor 
Analysis (PARAFAC) was used to identify the main components of the 
EEMs (Stedmon et al. 2003). The analysis was performed in MATLAB 
(Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) using the DrEEM toolbox following Murphy 
et al. (2013). 

Bacterial abundance and acetate uptake  
In all four studies samples for bacterial abundance were fixed with 0.2 µm 
filtered formaldehyde and cells were stained using Syto13 (Molecular 
probes, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to Del Giorgio et al. 
(1996). Cell counting was performed with a flow cytometer equipped with a 
488 nm blue solid state laser. Bacterial abundance counts and forward and 
side scatter patterns were analyzed using the Flowing Software. In study II 
the difference in specific acetate uptake rate was determined using radio 
labeled 14C-acetate, and this uptake rate was used to determine the turnover 
time of acetate for the respective treatments. Further, acetate concentrations 
were measured using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). 
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Microbial composition and diversity analysis 
Bacterial communities from study II-III were collected by vacuum filtration 
onto a 0.2 µm filter and the DNA from the collected cells was extracted 
(Power Soil DNA isolation kit; MoBio Laboratories). In study IV cells for 
bacterial composition were collected by centrifuging 10 ml of water at 17 
000×G for 30 minutes in 5 successive steps (5*2mL). The variable V4 re-
gion of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using polymerase chain reactions 
(PCR) and the amplicons were sequenced using Illumina MiSeq technology. 

 
The raw amplicon sequencing data was de-multiplexed and sequence-pairs 
were assembled with the UPARSE pipeline in USEARCH v8.1. After the 
quality filtering (trimming of initial base pairs, removal of singletons, length 
requirements of sequences, rarefaction, cutoff of maximum allowed mis-
matches within the same cluster and removal of all sequences not classified 
as bacteria) and assembling, sequences were clustered into operational taxo-
nomic units (OTU) with a 3% dissimilarity cutoff. Differences in communi-
ty composition were visualized using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index and 
non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS). Permutational multivariate 
analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) was used to test the difference in 
community composition between treatments (adonis, package Vegan). Indi-
cator species analysis was performed with indval test. All statistical analyses 
were performed in R 3.3.2 (R Core Team (2016)). 
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Results and Dicussion 

Study I: Sterilization of DOC 
Here we tested the effect of different sterilization treatments, 0.1-0.2µm 
filters and single and double autoclaving with HCl amendment, on DOC 
quantity, quality and bacterial growth.  

 
In summary, the 0.2 µm filtration had the least impact on both composition 
and quantity of DOC. Meanwhile both autoclaving treatments caused major 
changes in the DOC composition (Fig. 1). The filtration treatments caused 
reductions of signal strength of the DOC components (as obtained from 
PARAFAC analysis) while autoclaving typically caused an increase. In 
more detail, we could also show that filtration is a predictable treatment, 
with comparable impact across lakes. In contrast, the impact of autoclaving 
showed strong variation among lakes and also among the two autoclaving 
treatments, which in some lakes formed comparable EEM patterns and in 
others drastically different ones. However, we noticed that even though the 
impact of autoclaving was large, the natural variation in DOC composition 
among the tested lakes was maintained, so that the lakes remained distinct 
also after the autoclaving treatments. 
 
Bacterial growth was enhanced by the single autoclaving treatment in con-
trast to the others. Similar results have previously been obtained (Jannasch 
1967; Ammerman et al. 1984). Ammerman and colleagues further demon-
strated that the extent to which bacterial growth is enhanced was affected by 
pre-filtration of the water, suggesting that particles >5µm significantly con-
tributed to this effect. This enhancement effect was however not seen in the 
double autoclaving treatment and 0.1µm filters maintained the lowest aver-
age bacterial growth. We therefore recommend the 0.2 µm filtration in order 
to best retain the quality of DOC. 
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Figure 1. The percentage of change of the PARAFAC components (C1-C5) in rela-
tion to the original lake water in A: 0.1 !m filtration. B: 0.2 !m filtration. C: AC 
autoclaving. D: AC2 autoclaving. Colors represent the lakes and the x-axis the 
PARAFAC components. The figure shows averages of replicates. 

Study II: Patterns of substrate delivery
Here we studied how variation in substrate delivery can influence a bacterial 
community by feeding bacteria the same amount of acetate either continu-
ously or in pulses every 48h. The most noticeable effect was that bacterial 
abundance in the pulse treatment was more than double that of the continu-
ous treatment (Fig 2). Meanwhile, all acetate was consumed to below detec-
tion limit in both treatments. This suggests that the increase in bacterial 
abundance was not caused by differences in uptake ability, but rather that 
communities allocated a different proportion of energy for production of 
biomass (anabolic) relative to cell maintenance (catabolic).  

 
Community composition was affected by the treatment, there were, howev-
er, relatively few OTUs indicative of each respective treatment. OTU rich-
ness decreased over the course of the experiment to the same degree in both 
treatments. Thereby, we rejected our initial hypothesis that the pulse envi-
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ronment would maintain a higher diversity as a result of variable substrate 
concentration allowing more niches over time. The difference in community 
composition could be the result of differences in the acquisition strategies to 
a continuous low energy environment, or a more opportunistic strategy that 
allows fast uptake rates and replication in the event of substrate pulse (Egli 
2010, Salcher et al. 2013). In contrast, adaptations such as higher production 
of transport proteins would allow better uptake of substrates in energy scarce 
environments (Konopka 2000), which has been associated with increases in 
maintenance energy (Del Giorgio & Cole 1998). Another possibility is that 
the difference in bacterial abundance is related to the physical constraints 
that follow from variation of substrates in space and time. One example of a 
mechanism that could allow differentiation in energy usage is variation in 
osmosis pressure between the cell and it surroundings, which could affect 
the likelihood of passive movement of acetate through the cell membrane 
(Weiss et al. 1991). However, based on the result of this study we cannot 
distinguish between if the traits of the communities or the physical constrain 
is the reason for the observed difference in energy utilization. 

 
Figure 2. Bacterial abundance was consistently higher in treatment receiving acetate 
in pulses every 48 h compared to the treatment receiving acetate continuously in 
chemostats incubations with artificial lake water (study II). Studies III and IV: Ex-
tent of redundancy in DOC utilization in bacterial communities 

In studies III and IV, we tested the impact of BCC and diversity on DOC 
utilization and composition. More specifically, in study III the effect of pre-
adaptation of communities to DOC was tested. Communities were either 
cultivated in DOC medium from their lake of origin or in a foreign DOC 
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pool. The hypothesis was that pre-adaptation would initially lead to a higher 
functional performance of bacteria in their “home” environment but that a 
convergence between “home” and “foreign” communities in both composi-
tion and functioning would occur over time due to selection by the same 
DOC over 42 days. There was, however, no evidence of pre-adaptation since 
the communities performed equally from the beginning. This was true for 
DOC composition (Fig. 3) as well as functional measurements of bacterial 
abundance, TOC consumption and growth efficiency (cell per unit carbon 
consumed). Medium, i.e., DOC source, however, had a strong influence on 
community composition but there was no complete convergence of the two 
communities, which rather stayed distinct from another depending on origin 
although they also differed compared to their original composition (Fig. 4). 

 
Figure 3. The fluorescence intensity of four PARAFAC components (C1-C4). The 
graph is grouped by components, colors indicate medium and shapes origin of the 
bacteria. Y-axis is the intensity of emission of light from particles in raman units 
(R.U.), X-axis shows time points. Study III. 

It appears that the two communities had to face two distinct problems (the 
media) and both communities had their respective solution (traits), but that 
the species holding these traits varied among communities. This generally 
indicates that bacterial communities contain the genetic potential to utilize a 
wide range of DOM, resulting in a strong functional equivalency among 
them.
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Figure 4. Two NMDS (non-metric multidimensional scaling) plots of bacterial 
community composition of all treatments throughout the 42 day long period of ad-
aptation. The plots contain the same data but with different color coding. Graph A: 
Origin is represented by color and growth medium by shapes. Graph B: Time repre-
sented by color. Stress value: 0.146. Study III. 

In study IV, we aimed to test the role of functional redundancy by manipu-
lating species richness across different DOC pools. This was done by includ-
ing a range of DOC pools, taking inocula from more diverse freshwater 
sources and creating diversity gradients by dilution of the communities, re-
sulting in a three level design with 90 combinations of treatments. We hy-
pothesized that loss of diversity would lead to a reduction of function and 
that the extent of this effect would depend on the chemical complexity of 
DOC. Measured richness showed only minor positive relationships to 
#TOC. 
 
However testing function within media revealed scenarios of relatively 
strong correlations between species richness and functioning, demonstrating 
that the importance of richness was influenced by the DOC of its environ-
ment. Additionally, the DOC pool was again shown to have a strong effect 
on richness (Fig. 5). The functional variation was mainly caused by media 
and dilution. The effect of media was mostly due to the slower process rates 
within M1 medium, which deviated from other media due to its low humic 
substance content. The effect of the dilution series was not coupled to 
changes in richness but was likely linked to the methodology. There was a 
greater introduction of DOC together with the inoculum in the least diluted 
treatment which in turn impacted our functional measurements. 

 
To summarize, our results demonstrate that DOC composition and dilution 
treatment had major impact on functional performance while the community 
composition had a minor, but significant, impact. Richness did not have 
impact across media but had strong impacts within certain DOC pools, 
demonstrating that the chemical environment influences the required rich-
ness to reach functional redundancy. 
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Figure 5. Mean alpha diversity (number of OTUs) for the communities, grouped by 
inoculum in different media (color) and dilution (x-axis) where the highest number 
is the most diluted treatment. Error bars show standard deviation of three replicates. 
Study IV. 
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Conclusion and Perspectives  

Study I has the simplest and most direct message of the thesis: if you want to 
preserve DOC quality use 0.2 µm filters when sterilizing. Autoclaving still 
maintains most of the natural variation of DOC and maintains a complex and 
heterogeneous organic mixture but does not represent the composition found 
in the lake you sampled, and if that is important or not is decided by your 
research question. 

 
Study II shows how the difference between pulse and continuous flow of 
specific substrate (acetate) could be relevant for the energy flux within the 
microbial loop. From our results it was not possible to make conclusions 
about the mechanisms behind the pattern that caused pulsed acetate to main-
tain approximately twice the bacterial abundance as the continuous flow. 
Similar results have, however, been obtained previously (Lennon & Cot-
tingham 2008) but in a completely different type of experiments (meso-
cosms), with other carbon compounds (DOC based on leaching of soils) and 
bacterial inoculum. Despite these differences in design the outcome of the 
experiment is remarkably similar, with a consistent increase in bacterial 
production due to pulses of DOC substrate of 100-400% depending on DOC 
quality.  

  
Looking at this conceptually, the fundamental difference between continu-
ous and pulse delivery of substrates is the energy distribution in space and 
time. If an apple is in my hand or if the apple lies in pieces across a field, 
does not affect its energy content. However to acquire that energy will in-
volve different energy investments, thus changing the net energy gained. 
Assume that I and a friend both collect an apple each in a field, she is how-
ever a really good runner so she uses less energy to collect the apple. There-
by she is a better competitor than me, but that does not change the fact that 
the energy gained per unit invested would be better if she could eat the apple 
directly. I think it would work the same for bacterial communities, one is 
better than the other, but that does not mean it can circumvent the physical 
constrains of the environment. Additionally it is possible that a short pulse 
of energy allows for rapid uptake which could follow a period of reduced 
activity between pulses, while continuous low energy environment would 
require constant processes to acquire energy. Thus, both the variation in 
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space and time could affect the energy invested relative to energy acquired. 
If we change an apple to a more energy dense object, it will impact the ratio 
between energy invested and energy gained if we collect it. Still it does not 
change the fact that it would be better to consume the object in one place. 
Thus, in this conceptual demonstration both the carbon and the community 
influence the outcome, but the effect of energy distribution in space is main-
tained. Such a pattern would explain why pulse and continuous substrate 
delivery could occur across various settings. Of course I do not know if that 
is the case, but I think there is evidence that points in that direction.  

 
It would follow that the flux of carbon molecule “x” into bacterial communi-
ty “y” could greatly increase the biomass production of the system, thereby 
affecting food web dynamics and greenhouse gas emission. A pulse could be 
virtually anything, a leaf falling in a river, the lysis of an algae or a flush of 
DOC following rain. If such an event has food web effects beyond variations 
in BCC, bacterial richness and carbon composition, what would be the im-
portance of this phenomenon for carbon cycling? 

 
To test this idea the first step should be to repeat the experiment we con-
ducted here (study II) among carbon sources and communities of different 
composition. If the pattern remains I would create a gradient of pulses of 
various concentrations and time intervals to determine the strength of a pulse 
required to cause the effect. With this information I would turn to studies of 
long term DOC concentration and design a mescosm experiment that receive 
pulse and continuous flow of natural DOC in accordance with the measured 
observed variation of DOC concentrations from nature, to estimate the rele-
vancy of its natural occurrence for energy fluxes in boreal lakes. 
 
In study III and IV, I was trying to test how flexible bacterial communities 
are in their utilization of various DOC pools and how the communities are 
responding to the selection from DOC. If I answer with one line, I would say 
that bacterial communities are flexible in their utilization of DOC but there 
is also an apparent selection pressure on BCC and richness caused by DOC. 
There seems to be a functional variation in DOC utilization among commu-
nities that originates from environments with strong variation in e.g. pH and 
salinity (Langenheder et al. 2005; Logue et al. 2016), but excluding those 
various bacterial communities seem to be able to function optimal within a 
large range of DOC pools. 

 
Our studies show that there were only minor effects of biodiversity on func-
tion and that there is a substantial difference between if biodiversity can 
matter and if biodiversity does matter in this context. Studies have typically 
shown that functions are positively related to richness initially but that the 
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increase in function decelerates with each added species until eventually 
saturation is reached (Cardinale et al. 2011). This pattern has also recurrent-
ly been shown in BEF studies with artificially constructed bacterial commu-
nities (Wohl et al. 2004; Jiang 2007; Langenheder et al. 2010). However, in 
all studies the saturation of function occurred already within species richness 
<10. In our study we showed that this can also occur in greater species rich-
ness and that the DOC environment can influence the likelihood of function-
al saturation. Relative to higher levels of species richness observed in marine 
and freshwater bacterial communities (Sogin et al. 2006; Logue et al. 2012; 
Savio et al. 2015), it is however still not certain that reduction of species 
richness occurs beneath the point of functional saturation in natural condi-
tions. All in all, I would say that there is support for the concept that the 
variation in species richness can affect DOC degradation and that the DOC 
pool seems to influence the likelihood of its occurrence. Still, with our cur-
rent data I would claim that there is limited support for the theory that varia-
tion in richness is relevant for carbon cycling in boreal lakes. 

 
The selection pressure of DOC on the bacterial communities demonstrated 
in study III-IV shows that DOC composition can shape bacterial communi-
ties, and that the extent to which selection occurs depends on the DOC pool. 
Similar results have been obtained in previous experimental studies (Covert 
& Moran 2001; Kirchman et al. 2004; Langenheder et al. 2005; Judd et al. 
2006) but results from field surveys of bacterial composition have not been 
in support of this observation (Ruiz-González et al. 2015). There are a few 
possible explanations to this contradictory pattern. Functional versatility 
among bacterial species to DOM is one, i.e., due to their great flexibility 
each species is very inconsistent in its occurrence within a given DOC envi-
ronment. This explanation, however, requires that we look at the other side 
of the pattern, and ask, why do bacterial communities lose this versatility in 
a laboratory setting? This could be due to the bottleneck of the plate anoma-
ly, i.e. that many bacteria cannot grow in a laboratory, hence it follows that 
the genetic diversity is reduced. This could leave the remaining community 
less versatile and thus more sensitive to changes in DOC. Laboratory set-
tings are further less complex and dynamic than lakes and thereby likely to 
enhance the selection pressure from a single factor, as e.g. the reduction of 
temporal variation reduces the niche space. 

 
An additional explanation is related to the usage of the 16SrRNA gene (here 
after “16S”) to define the taxonomic positioning of bacteria. The neutral 
mutation rate within the 16S gene is assumed to occur at a certain rate, and 
thus the variation between two individuals can be used to determine the time 
passed since their last common ancestor. But how much time are we measur-
ing then? Typically, as within this thesis, individuals with >97% similarity 
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within the 16S are considered to be an OTU. Ochman and Wilson (1987) 
concluded that Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium separated 120-
160 Myr ago, and thus 1% of variation in 16SrRNA represented ~50 Myr. 
Moran and colleagues (1993) looked at the same question for endosymbiont 
bacteria in aphids and reached a number between 1-2% variation per 50Myr. 
Later evidence has shown that 16S cannot function as a universal clock, due 
to mutation rates varying up to 4-fold among different taxa (Kuo & Ochman 
2009). Therefore, we cannot say exactly how much time 3% variation in 16S 
represents, but what we can say is that varies between a lot of time (~30Myr) 
and even more time (~160Myr). If we assume the 97% 16S clustering has an 
average of 60 Myr, that is the time we capture within each clustered OTU. 
The question is if that time frame allows us to predict behavior of the indi-
viduals within that box. It most likely depends on the function. For features 
such as gram type, nitrogen fixation and photosynthesis this resolution of 
time is likely adequately connected to its function. However, considering 
that taxonomy is a weak indicator of carbon utilization (Martiny et al. 2013) 
and that bacteria have adapted to new carbon compounds within weeks 
(Gravel et al. 2011b), it puts a question mark around the predictive power of 
a 60 Myr resolution for DOM utilization. It has been suggested that a finer 
clustering of the 16S > 98% could enhance the ability to track carbon utiliza-
tion (Martiny et al. 2015), although this possibility remains to be explored to 
our knowledge.  

 
Regardless it follows that a selection pressure can occur “above” (e.g. ge-
nus/family) or “beneath” (the pan-genome of the OTU/species) a set resolu-
tion of time (or potentially in both). However, I would argue that only selec-
tion pressures occurring above the minimum resolution can be detected in a 
landscape survey, such as effects of salinity (e.g. Wu et al. 2006; Herlemann 
et al. 2011). Say that a lake for whatever reason underwent a drastic change 
in DOC, and the communities would undergo strong selection of the pan-
genomes but remain similar in their taxonomic distribution (i.e. 16S rRNA 
sequences). How would we detect such a selection pressure in a survey? 
Well most likely we would not because we would not see variation in BCC. 
Further it is important to remember that this does not reflect the strength of 
that selection pressure, just our ability to detect it. That such selection pres-
sure occurs is a certainty, but to what extent this type of species sorting 
could occur due to DOC is an open question. If DOC selection occurs within 
the pan-genome of the OTUs, the usage of 16S is likely to be an ecological 
dead end, and movement forward would require development of our ge-
nomic understanding of DOC selection.  
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Outlook  
Functional redundancy is a frequently used although debated term due to its 
vagueness. In its most basic form functional redundancy means that two 
things are doing the same thing equally well. Although basic in essence 
there is an issue of the “sameness”, because technically two species that are 
not doing the same thing are not equivalent. Then of course as we enhance 
the sample size, the multidimensionality of functions and the sophistication 
of methods, the likelihood of sameness moves towards zero. One could even 
make an argument that the theory of functional equivalency is a philosophi-
cal impossibility.  

 
Thus we will never reach the point where we can definitely conclude that 
various bacterial communities are equivalent towards DOC, as the question 
will always be partly in the eye of the beholder. To answer yes or no makes 
for a simple message though, but what does yes and no add to a theory 
which we philosophically can prove is in the eye of the beholder? We risk 
having a perpetual argument that does not contribute to our understanding of 
the microbial world. Thus the question is not if functional equivalency ex-
ists, the question is if it matters. Rather we need to ask when does this hap-
pen, can we find this in nature and what is its prerequisite? The way forward 
for functional redundancy is not in a universal theory, it is in the relative 
truth, and that is where we need to look.  

 
If I try to answer in absolute terms, I would say that that variation in BCC 
and richness is unlikely to have a major impact on carbon cycling in boreal 
freshwater systems from an ecosystem or a global element cycling point of 
view. Instead, the variation in carbon fluxes seems to be primarily caused by 
variation in DOC and abiotic factors in the average boreal lake. So if green-
house gases are your things you can keep on measuring your favorite envi-
ronmental parameter, and regardless of what bacteria you have in your lake, 
rest assured that they are doing a most excellent job.  

 
So what is next? Well fortunately we have only scratched the surface so far. 
Maybe the pan-genome of bacterial communities has yet to reveal that DOC 
is a global selection pressure that shapes much of the microbial world. It is 
more than possible. That and so many other things remains to be explored, 
so I wish you the best of luck as you continue your journey into the un-
known!  
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Summary in Swedish (Sammanfattning)  

Bakterier finns överallt. En normal frisk person innehåller faktiskt fler bak-
terier än mänskliga celler. Ända sedan livets uppkomst har bakterierna spelat 
en dominerande roll i omsättningen av livsviktiga ämnen. Vår fortlevnad är 
helt beroende av dem. Trots detta är vår kunskap om bakterier i naturen 
mycket elementär. I den här avhandlingen försöker jag vidga förståelsen för 
bakterier i naturen, speciellt de som förekommer i den fria vattenmassan i 
sjöar. Dessa bakterier tillhör plankton, dvs de fritt svävande organismerna i 
vattnet. De tillgodogör sig energi främst från organiskt material som finns i 
löst form i vattnet. Detta organiska material härrör från djur och växter, som 
efter nedbrytning frigörs, antingen i marken varefter det urlakas och trans-
porteras till vattendrag, eller genom interna processer i själva sjön. Bakteri-
erna är en del av sjöns näringsväv, som ofta kallas för ”the microbial loop”, 
som beskriver hur energin från det organiska materialet når övriga ekosy-
stemet via bakterierna. ”The microbial loop” förekommer i alla vattensam-
lingar över hela jorden och omsätter en stor del av det organiska materialet 
globalt. Studier har visat att bakteriesamhällen med väldigt olika samman-
sättning och artrikedom, dvs olika biologisk mångfald, kan omsätta orga-
niskt material med liknande effektivitet. Detta kan bero på att flera olika 
arter av bakterier kan utföra samma processer. Därigenom finns ”ett över-
skott” av arter som kan uföra samma funktion, så kallad funktionell redun-
dans. Betydelsen av denna redundans har varit mitt främsta fokus i min av-
handling.  

 
Min första studie byggde på ett enkelt konstaterande och en enkel fråga. För 
att testa effekterna olika bakteriesamhällen har på organisk material behöver 
jag steriliserar det. Men vad händer med det organiska materialet då? Stu-
dien visar enkelt att filtrering genom filter med 0.2 µm porstorlek bibehåller 
den naturliga variationen inom det organiska materialet.  
 
I min andra studie testade jag hur variation i flödet av organiskt material 
kunde påverka bakteriesammansättning och energiflödet i systemet. Bakte-
rier fick två olika behandlingar, de fick samma mängd organiskt material, 
antingen jämnt fördelat över tid eller stötvis. Jag fann att pulser av energi 
kan upprätthålla mer än det dubbla antalet bakterier, jämfört med kontinuer-
lig tillörsel av energi. 
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I den tredje studien testade jag huruvida föranpassning till en miljö påverkar 
bakteriers möjlighet att omsätta organiskt material. Hypotesen var att bakte-
rier skulle vara bättre på att konsumera organiskt material från deras hem-
miljö jämfört med material från en främmande miljö. Vidare förväntades 
samhällena bli mer och mer lika varandra mer över tid allteftersom de odla-
des i samma miljö. Detta var dock inte fallet, då samhällena omedelbart 
presterade motsvarande i de båda miljöerna trots mycket olika sammansätt-
ning och föranpassning. Därmed påvisade bakterierna en stark funktionell 
redundans mot det organiska materialet. Slutligen visades det organiska 
materialet vara ett starkt selektionstryck för bakteriesamhällen som kraftig 
förändrade sin struktur beroende på det organiska materialet. 
 
I den fjärde studien testade jag gränserna för funktionell redundans ytterli-
gare. Experimentet omfattade ett vidare spektrum av organisk material med 
olika sammansättning än de tidigare experimenten. Dessutom testade jag 
bakteriesamhällen från flera olika sötvattensmiljöer som vidare späddes till 
lägre artrikedom, för att se vilken artrikedom som krävs för att upprätthålla 
full funktion. De största förändringarna i funktion skedde återigen till följd 
av variation i det organiska materialet. Dock såg vi även mindre skillnader 
till följd av förändringar i artrikedom, och betydelsen av artrikedom för 
samhällens funktion verkade skilja sig beroende på sammansättningen av det 
organiskt material. Betydelsen av artrikedom och sammansättning var dock 
relativt liten trots att flera samhällen genomgick en omfattande kombination 
av behandlingar. Experimentet påvisar därmed att olika bakteriesamhällen 
inte nödvändigtvis är fullständigt ekvivalenta men innehåller likväl en om-
fattande flexibilitet mot organiskt material.  
 
Sammantaget visar avhandlingen att artrikedom och bakteriesammansättning 
har en begränsad betydelse för flödet av organiskt material i sjöar. Om vi 
syftar att få en fullständig detaljerad förståelse av kolflödet krävs en djupare 
förståelse av interaktion mellan bakterier och det organiska materialet. Där-
emot för det övergripande mönstret kan vi förlita oss på att bakterierna i våra 
sjöar nästan, nästan jämt utför motsvarande processer i förhållande till 
varandra. 
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